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1. INTRODUCTION

(*) Banking, abstract only: will jump 
details (included for who’s interested)

If the subject interests you, my advice is to 
take it with skepticism and criticism: i.e. to 
start forming you’re own consistent idea 
about it. This lecture should produce more 
questions than answers

1. Introduction 4%

2. Law 17%

3. Money 9%

4. Banking (*) 9%

5. Business Cycle 57%

6. Conclusions 4%
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The objective of this lecture is to discuss the 
relation between the following elements:

Law*
Money

Banking
Business Cycle

• Is the current anti-capitalist (soviet-like) monetary and 
banking system legitimate? 

• What is the difference between legality and legitimacy? 
• What are the economic consequences of the current 

monetary and banking system? 
• What is the alternative?

Political 
Philosophy Economics

* abstract idea of
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law

authority

authority

law

“It would […] probably be nearer to the truth if we inverted the plausible 
and widely held idea that law derives from authority and rather thought of 
all authority as deriving from law -not in the sense that the law appoints 
authority, but in the sense that authority commands obedience because 
(and so long as) it enforces a law presumed to exist independently of 
it” (Hayek F., 1998 [1973], Vol. 1, p. 95) 

Is it law that derives from authority or is it 
authority that derives from law?

Whether it is the law that “orbits” authority or vice versa 
depends on the answer to the question: what is law?

2. LAW
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fiat “law”

authority

fiat “law”: particular measure decided by authority 
according to established bureaucratic procedures.  

This measure can be decided in order to attain a 
particular end, e.g. an arbitrarily defined “public 
interest”.  

fiat “law” = instrument of arbitrary political power. 

“cratocentric” system (from 
kratos=arbitrary power)
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authority

Law

Law: general rule of individual conduct limiting 
everyone (including the state) in the same way and 
existing independently of anyone’s will.  

This general rule cannot be decided (esp. for particular 
ends): it can only be discovered/defended. And it has 
to be respected independently of the consequences. 

Law = non arbitrary limit to any power. 

“nomocentric” system (from 
nomos=law)
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Origin of fiat “law”: arbitrary and particular 
decision of authority, e.g.:

dictator representative majority majority of people

Origin of Law:

nature spontaneous social process

(natural law) (evolutionism)
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Respect of fiat “law” = Legality

Respect of Law = Legitimacy

*

(*) in our terminology: legitimate

E.g. of legal (but illegitimate) institutions

(see Greenwald G., 2014)
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Can fiat “law” and Law coexist at the same level?  

No as they are opposite paradigms and therefore mutually 
exclusive (just like geocentrism vs. eliocentrism). 

However, today the logical mistake of thinking that they can 
coexist tends to be the norm: we use the same term ‘law’ both  

a) for the instrument of arbitrary political power: i.e. for 
measures that exist only as arbitrary decisions of authority 
and that legally allow authority to commit actions that, 
when committed by private individuals, are considered 
crimes (e.g. taxation, legal tender of fiat currency, violation 
of privacy, etc.) and  

b) for the non-arbitrary limit to any power: i.e. for rules that 
are believed to exist independently of authority and to 
bind authority and private citizens in the same way (e.g. 
rules forbidding genocide*, theft*, counterfeiting*, rape, 
etc.)
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The logical mistake of thinking that fiat “law” and Law 
can coexist is fostered by political power for reasons of 
convenience:

“Every government and every political party in modern times has felt the 
pull of both [cratocentric] and [nomocentric] belief. Indeed, modern 
Europe has invented for itself a political vocabulary in which each word 
has two meanings – one appropriate to [a cratocentric system] and the 
other to [a nomocentric system]” (Oakeshott M., 2006 [1969], p. 497).

> Fundamental conflict of interest of today’s parliaments: 
political power and legislative power mixed up and 
united into the same hands > unlimited political power:

“What happened with the apparent victory of the democratic ideal was 
that the power of laying down laws and the governmental power of 
issuing directions were placed into the hands of the same assemblies. The 
effect of this was necessarily that the supreme governmental authority 
became free to give itself currently whatever laws helped it best to achieve 
the particular purposes of the moment. But it necessarily meant the end 
of the principle of government under the law. [...] placing both powers 
into the hands of the same assembly (or assemblies) meant in effect return 
to unlimited government” (Hayek F., 1998 [1979], Vol. 3, p. 101).
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Preliminary definition of legal inequality:  

1) the state establishes a specific criterion,  
2) it forms arbitrary categories on the basis of this criterion,  
3) it treats equally individuals who have been grouped into the 

same category but differently those who have been grouped 
into different categories  

E.g.: racial “laws” and tax discrimination (but also central 
banking and fractional reserve banking etc.: see later)

racial “laws” (race as specific criterion)

e.g. Jewish individuals can’t own 
houses valued more than £20.000 

while ‘Arian’ individuals can

tax discrimination (wealth as specific criterion)

individuals owning more 
than X have to pay more 

taxes than individuals 
owning less than X
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Main difference between equality before fiat “law” 
and equality before the Law: 

• Equality before fiat “law” (and therefore fiat 
“law” itslef) is compatible with legal inequality/
privileges 

• Equality before the Law (and therefore Law 
itslef) is incompatible with legal inequality/
privileges (positive or negative) 

As we shall see, today’s monetary and banking 
system is based on legal inequality and privileges
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Preliminary note. There are only two different 
kinds of social order:

1) Spontaneous order: 
result of human action but 
not of human design: no 
unitary (e.g. collective) 
hierarchy of ends

2) Rational order: 
result of human action and 
of human design: unitary 
(e.g. collective) hierarchy 
of ends

Language

Law

Free market

fiat “law”

Planned economy

fiat moneyMoney

Organization

+

3. MONEY
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Money:  

the most marketable good 

origin: spontaneous and 
dispersed selection process  

cannot be arbitrarily inflated > 
like Law, non-arbitrary limit 
to political power 

fiat money: 

mere tokens the government 
has declared to be money 
and given legal tender.  
Not redeemable: they’re not 
claims against bank or gvnmt 

origin: arbitrary decision of 
authority backed by coercion 
(forced circulation by legal 
tender)  

can be arbitrarily inflated > 
like fiat “law”, instrument of 
arbitrary political power
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4. BANKING

Artificial expansion of money and credit (anti-
capitalist banking system)

Fractional Reserve 
Banking (FRB)

Central Banking

• artificial confusion between 
deposit and loan 

• banks lend deposits 
• > misappropriation (crime, 

privilege) 
• artificial expansion of credit: 

given reserve requirement 
(c)=1% and original deposit 
(d) = €1.000, the banking 
system creates €99.000 out of 
thin air 

• all FR banks intrinsically 
bankrupt

• lender of last resort (makes FRB 
possible: bank runs) 

• extends FRB’s credit expansion: 
given c*=1%, €1.000 > 
€9.900.000 

• autonomously expands money 
and credit by lending money 
into existence/manipulating i 

• > counterfeiting (crime, 
privilege) 

• legal monopoly of legal tender, 
fiat money 

• > arbitrary coercion 
(illegitimate) 

• war finance, state expansion
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Fundamental distinction:
Deposit Loan

Availability not 
transferred

Availability 
transferred

“Regular”/specific 
deposit

“Irregular”/non specific 
deposit

≠

Fractional reserve banking: confusion between 
deposit and loan: who’s the owner of the money you 
have in your bank account?
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Warning: this section contains some 
mathematical formulas: these are used for the 
purpose of illustration of the process of credit 
expansion as they make it simpler and more 
immediate to understand. However, 
mathematical formulas are not necessary to 
understand such process: this can be 
understood (with more space and time at one’s 
disposal) also, and actually better, without 
them: see Human Action by Ludwig von Mises.
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Fractional Reserve Banking (FRB) allows banks to artificially 
expand credit (i.e. to create money out of thin air) 

• d = original deposit 
• x = single bank’s maximum possible credit expansion starting from d 
• X = banking system’s maximum possible credit expansion starting 

from d (all banks) 
• c = reserve requirement maintained by the banks 
• k = likelihood that a borrower will make payments to some other 

customers of his own bank (k = 1 in case of monopolistic bank; k = 0 
in case of microscopic bank with great bank competition)

If k=0 (high bank competition)

If k=1 (monopolistic bank)

*

(*) see Huerta de Soto J., 2006 [1998], pp. 201-203. 

SRH HOCHSCHULE BERLIN, 22.10.2015
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FRB credit expansion process: 

Hp: d=€1.000; c=0,1=10%; k=0 

1. Client1 deposits d in Bank1 
2. Therefore Bank1 expands by                    = €900 > it grants 

a loan of  €900 to Client2 (while Client1 keeps €1.000 
available: all FR banks intrinsically bankrupt) 

3. Client2 deposits €900 (d’) in Bank2 
4. Bank2 expands by                     = (1-c) d = €810 > it grants 

a loan of €810 to Client3 … 

> credit expansion by all banks starting from d: 

                                                                                   =   €9.000 

2

k= 1

Today in the EU c = 1% > X = 99.000

’
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incompatible causes: one 
party believes it made a 
deposit, the other it received a 
loan

one party acts as it had made 
a deposit, the other as it had 
received a loan

because of bank runs

misappropriation: origin of 
FRB

delivery of services by the 
bank uncertain and 
dependent upon particular 
circumstances

depends on legal 
counterfeiting (possible 
because of fiat “law”)

because of the business cycle 
which is produced by artificial 
credit expansion: see next (.5)

FRB: legal but illegitimate

(Huerta de Soto J., 2006 [1998], p156)
21
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The distinction between deposit and loan was clear in the 
Roman legal tradition. FRB was a crime. However, it starts 
gradually appearing in late Middle Ages (XIII century) as 
illegal practice in order to expand credit. In XIV century 

• governments grant banks a privilege 
• they are the first ones to benefit from it 

• business cycles > economic crises/bank failures

“The authorities ended up granting banks a government license (a 
privilege - ius privilegium) to operate with a fractional reserve. Banks were 
nevertheless required to guarantee deposits. … Rulers were usually the first 
to take advantage of fraudulent banking, finding loans an easy source of 
public financing. … [In XIV century Florence] This gave rise to FRB and 
artificial credit expansion, which in the first stage appeared to spur strong 
economic growth. The whole process ended in a general economic crisis 
and the failure of banks that could not return deposits on demand once the 
recession hit and they had lost the trust of the public ” (Huerta de Soto J., 
2009 [1998], p. 63).

“Traditional relationship of complicity and symbiosis 
between governments and banks” (De Soto)

} *
*
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Central bank (bank of banks)

• legal monopoly of legal tender, fiat money: 
sovietization of monetary system

• Inflation machine: lends money into existence

• Makes FRB possible and further expands it: removes 
risk of bank runs (lender of last resort)

• 1913: Federal Reserve (US CB) 
• 1914: World War I 
• 1933: US leaves Gold Standard 

(Roosvelt admin. makes it a 
crime to own gold)

Source:  http://www.economics-charts.com/cpi/cpi-1800-2005.html

What you could buy for $1.00 
in 1913 did cost $23.59 in 2013  

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)

http://www.economics-charts.com/cpi/cpi-1800-2005.html
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Inflation: increase in the money supply (M) 
(decrease of purchasing power is the consequence) 

M = Cash + (total reserves x “money multiplier”) 

Money multiplier = 1 / c  (c: reserve requirement) 

> CB has 2 instruments to increase M: 

1) decrease c         FRB: d=€1k; k=0; 

2) increase total reserves: 
A. (demand for cash) 
B. loans to commercial banks (i) 
C. open market ops

c=0,1  >  x = €9k

c=0,01 > x = €99k
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Demand for cash, DC:     

DC >  banks’ reserves  
> credit contraction

DC >  banks’ reserves  
> credit expansion

         produced by (e.g.): 

• credit cards 

• government limitations  
on cash payments

DC

(also privacy 
implications)
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Central Bank: lender of last resort

Today’s most common form of loans to banks: outright 
advances with gov. securities (public debt) as collateral

Outright advances (temporarily) increase bank reserves. 
Because this practice is constant, reserve increase is permanent 
> artificial credit expansion (FRB amplification):

d
FRB  

Hp: c =0,1; k=0€1bn

X

€9bn

d
FRB + CB loans 

Hp: c =0,1; c*=0,35; k=0€1bn

X’

€26bn

€99bn

€9.900bn

• (see Phillips C.A. et al., 2007 [1937], pp. 24-28)
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FRB (d=€1bn [all banks]; c=0,1; k=0): 

X =                                     = €9bn     

Enters CB: all reserves (d) transferred to it: they become deposits to 
the credit of (and are counted as reserves for) banks. On these 
reserves, CB maintains a reserve requirement of, say, 35%: c* = 0,35 
[today @ ECB c*=1%]. CB expands credit (loans to banks): 

FRB [CB] (d=€1bn; c*=0,35; k=1): 

X* =                 =  €1,86bn 

> banks’ reserves increase by €1,86bn > CB has now €2,86bn in 
deposits to the credit of banks, against which it has €1bn as reserve 
(35%) > banks have €2.86bn in reserves (d’=d+X*) on the basis of 
which they can further expand credit: 

X =                                         = €26bn’
’ d=€1bn

€9.900bn

1. Introduction 
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A. abstract 
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D. central banking 

• Res.: (demand for cash) 
• Res.: loans to banks 
• Res.: open market ops 

5. Business Cycle 
6. Conclusion 
7. References 

(see Phillips C.A. et al., 2007 [1937], pp. 24-28)
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Interest rates on CB’s loans to banks (improperly called 
“discount rates” *), i, are an important instrument to 
manipulate banks’ reserves: 

Obviously, given that i’ is the interest rate banks apply on 
customers (prime rate on top customers), if i > i’  (penalty rate, 
old tradition) banks have incentive not to demand loans to the 
CB (credit expansion would be limited). However, today is 
regularly i < i’ so banks do have incentive to ask loans to CB and 
lend to clients in order to gain the difference > max credit exp.

(*) rediscounts are temporary purchases by the CB of IOUs or 
discounts owed to banks

i >   banks’ demand of loans to the CB (and to other 
banks with excess reserves @ CB)  > credit contraction

i >   banks’ demand of loans to the CB (and to other 
banks with excess reserves @ CB)  > credit expansion

1. Introduction 
2. Law 
3. Money 
4. Banking: 

A. abstract 
B. deposit vs. loan 
C. fractional reserve 

banking 
D. central banking 

• Res.: (demand for cash) 
• Res.: loans to banks 
• Res.: open market ops 

5. Business Cycle 
6. Conclusion 
7. References 
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Open market purchases, e.g.:  

• the CB buys €1bn of not newly issued Gov. bonds from a 
financial institution/corporation/individual (“A”)  

• (Gov. bonds are the most liquid assets and their purchase is a 
way to temporarily “help” states in distress because of public 
debt) 

• The CB pays for the bonds by writing a check for €1bn upon 
itself (creates legal tender money out of thin air: think if you 
could do it!) 

• “A” must deposit the check at a bank (Bank1: entry point) > 
Bank1’s reserves increase by €1bn 

• Bank1 expands credit on them > same as for loans to banks:

FRB all banks [d=€1bn; c=0,1; k=0]: x = €9bn [€99bn]

FRB CB [d=€1bn; c=0,35; k=1]: x = €26bn [€9.900bn]

Open market ops are “the most important method by which the Central 
Bank determines the total amount of bank reserves, and therefore the total 
supply of money”  (Rothbard M.N., 2008 [1983], p. 153).
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Central banking legal but illegitimate 

“In comparison with credit expansion of fractional-reserve banking and the 
manipulation of money by governments and central banks, the criminal 
act of counterfeiting currency is child’s play with practically imperceptible 
social consequences”  (Huerta de Soto J., 2006 [1998], p156).

• arbitrary coercion (legal tender)
“government has conferred another crucial privilege on the Central Bank: 
making its notes legal tender for all debts in money. Then, if A has 
contracted with B for a debt of $10,000 in money, B has to accept payment 
in Central Bank notes; he cannot insist, for example, on gold. All this is 
important in propping up the Central Bank and its associated commercial 
banks.”  (Rothbard M.N., 2008 [1983], p. 133).

“Printing money is merely taxation in another form [*]. Rather than 
robbing citizens of their money, government robs their money of its 
purchasing power” (Schiff P., 2012, http://peterschiffblog.blogspot.com)  
(*) important difference: with inflation there’s no political cost of 
taxation

• allows and extends misappropriation (FRB)

• counterfeiting with systemic implications (business cycle) 

• stealth tax (  M >   p.p. of money; redistributive effect)
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In conclusion, the Central Bank (and the modern 
state) is, by Law standards, a criminal organization

“The Byzantine gold standard lasted 700 years (320s—1030s). The modern 
gold coin standard lasted only for a century, 1815—1914. It broke apart 
because of World War I. Governments wanted to inflate, and the gold coin 
standard hampered this. So, politicians and central bankers abolished it by 
fiat.”  (North G., 2009, Part 8 https://www.lewrockwell.com see also 
Phillips C.A. et al., 2007 [1937], pp.14-15)

A difference with other criminal organizations is that the wars 
fought by the latter have negligible social and economic effects if 
compared to the wars made possible by the former (e.g. World 
Wars and, more in general, modern wars). E.g., Inflation was 
necessary to finance WW1 via stealth-tax: if citizens had been 
explicitly taxed (taxation with political cost) they would 
probably have revolted: the war would have most likely been 
impossible.
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In the first sections we have distinguished two different 
paradigms: that of fiat “law” and that of Law. 

Then we have seen that, just like any other crime, artificial 
expansion of money and credit by the banking system 
(and by the government) is compatible with the paradigm 
of fiat “law” but not with that of Law. From the perspective 
of the paradigm of Law, artificial expansion of money and 
credit is a crime (misappropriation, counterfeiting, 
arbitrary coercion) and should not be done, even if its 
economic consequences were positive (for whom? - forced 
saving). 

In the present section we will see why its economic 
consequences tend to be necessarily (very) negative (in 
relative terms) for all (except those privileged by the state)

5. BUSINESS CYCLE
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Warning: for purposes of illustration, this section 
contains some graphs. Danger: 

1) the reality of the market process is much more 
complex than the simplification of a graph; 

2) focus on graphs tends to encourage macro analysis 
separated from micro (a very common and serious 
mistake in mainstream economics - and in political 
philosophy) 

My advice is to focus on the logic of the market 
process and to consider the graphs only as a way to 
“visualize” some aspects of it
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Market rate of interest has three components:

market rate of interest

time preference

+ risk +/- p.p.  
(exp.)

risk premium
money purchasing 
power premium

primary (or originary) rate of interest (i):

market price of present goods (p.g.: consumption)  
vs. future goods (f.g.: savings)

(“Soviet” CB replaces non arbitrary time preference with 
arbitrary centralized decision, but it can’t delete economic laws)
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p.g./f.g. (rel. high time preference) >   i (indiv. & aggr.) 
p.g./f.g. (rel. low time preference) >    i (indiv. & aggr.)

• relatively high i signals high time preferences > relatively 
little resources available for investments (savings, S) 

• relatively low i signals low time preferences >  relatively 
abundant resources available for investments (savings, S)

in other words:

“The short-, medium-, and long-term loan market is simply a subset of that 
much broader market in which present goods are exchanged for future goods 
and with respect to which it plays a mere secondary role, despite the fact 
that the loan market is the most visible and obvious to the general 
public”  (Huerta de Soto J., 2006 [1998], p. 287).

That’s why i is the most important price of all. And it is 
arbitrarily manipulated by the CB!! Systemic consequences:

“Over time even small changes have a significant and cumulative effect on 
the pattern of resource allocation … If the interest rate reports a small 
change when none actually occurred (or fails to report a small change that 
actually did occur), the consequences can be cumulative misallocations that 
eventually lead to a dramatic correction”  (Garrison R.W., 2001, p. 62).
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Economic growth: increase of productive capacity 
which is economically sustainable in time. It can 
derive from:

• spontaneous “flow” of the economic 
system (spontaneous growth) 

• (exogenous changes/shocks: e.g.: 
electricity, blockchain, …) 

• a change in time preferences

Whatever its causes, economic growth requires two 
conditions to be satisfied: 

1. net investments: higher than those necessary to 
maintain the economic value of current productive 
capacity (otherwise there is capital consumption) 

2. investments must be economically sustainable in time: 
i.e. they must not be in conflict with time preferences 
of individuals > they must come from savings
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The fact that sustainable economic growth can 
only come from savings (i.e. that it cannot 
come from artificial credit expansion) deserves 
emphasis

“Such caution in expanding the business even when the economic situation 
looked enticingly favourable, was very much in the spirit of the times [1st 
half of XIX century Austria]. It also exactly suited my father’s reserved and 
far from avaricious nature. He had taken the ‘safety first’ creed of his epoch 
as his own watchword; it was more important to him to own a sound 
business (the ideal of something sound and solid was also characteristic of 
the period), with the force of his own capital behind it, than to extend it to 
huge dimensions by taking out bank loans and mortgages … The fact that 
he still gradually became rich, and then even richer, was not the result of 
bold speculation or particularly farsighted operations, but of adapting to the 
general method of that cautious period, expending only a modest part of his 
income and consequently, from year to year, making an increasingly large 
contribution to the capital of the business. Like most of his generation, my 
father would have considered anyone who cheerfully spent half his annual 
income without thought for the future a dubious wastrel at the very least. … 
In addition, the state had no plans to take more than a few percent of even 
the largest incomes in taxes, while state and industrial securities brought in 
good rates of interest, so that making money was quite a passive process for 
the well-to-do. And it was worth it; the savings of the thrifty were not stolen, 
as they are during times of inflation”  (Zweig S., 2015 [1942], p. 14).

Stefan Zweig (1845-1926)
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low enough to meet condition 1 above, they will both 
experience economic growth (spontaneous growth). 

Let us consider two individuals, Carlo and Hans, and 
let us assume that Hans has lower time preferences 
than Carlo: he saves more than Carlo (Carlo 
consumes more than Hans).

Contrary to what Zweig’s father believes, this doesn’t 
necessarily mean that Carlo’s time preferences are 
“worse”- subjective theory of value.

The same is valid at aggregate level: if in Carlo’s and 
Hans’ countries (say, Italy and Germany) most 
individuals (and/or those with more resources) have 
preferences similar to theirs, respectively, then both 
countries will experience spontaneous growth. 
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However, spontaneous growth in Germany will be quite 
different from the one in Italy. To see why, it is first 
necessary to look at the structure of production:

Structure of production
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mining refining manufacturing distribution retail

early stages late stages
STAGES OF PRODUCTION - PRODUCTION TIME

(see Hayek F., 2012 [1931], pp. 217-241 and Garrison R.W., 2001, pp. 46-48)
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Compared to Italy, spontaneous growth in Germany will 
have:  
• lower i > longer term investments 
• > longer and more complex productive structure;  
• more sophisticated, capital intensive products.

Compared structure of 
production
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(initial situation: Germany, Italy)
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(spontaneous growth: Germany, Italy)

Compared to Italy, spontaneous growth in Germany will 
have:  
• lower i > longer term investments 
• > longer and more complex productive structure;  
• more sophisticated, capital intensive products.

The fact that dotted lines move parallel relative to their origin expresses 
that i is constant in sp. growth (time preferences do not change)

Compared structure of 
production
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Both patterns sustainable (as long as Italians don’t want 
to have their cake and eat it)

Compared structure of 
production
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Let us assume the case that Italians want to have 
economic growth higher than the spontaneous one: 
they can lower their time preferences: 

1.   time preference (t.p.):  consumption (C) =    savings (S)  >  
2.    resources available for investments (I) >   i 
3.  >   PV of investments and capital goods (                      *) > 

stock markets 
4. because    demand for consumer goods >    prices of these 

goods 
5. > less profitable to invest in late stages > more profitable to 

invest in earlier stages of production >   inv.ts earlier stages 
6. > shift of resources (including labour) from late to early stages  
7. nominal wages of early-stage workers will not increase as 

higher demand for them in early stages is compensated by 
higher supply due to unemployment in late stages 

8.     prices of consumer goods >   real incomes

(*) PV = present value of capital good; C = cash flow of capital good; t = time

Healthy process!
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Garrison R.W., 2001, p. 62. 
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Let us now assume that, in order to have economic 
growth higher than the spontaneous one, Italians recur 
to artificial expansion of money and credit:

Boom…

1.   artificial expansion >    i >   PV of investments and capital 
goods >    stock markets 

2.  lower i signals    resources available for investments (S) 
3. However, unlike before, now S did not increase! (i.e. C did not 

decrease!) Actually, because of    i >    S =     C 
(overconsumption) 

4.    i > more profitable to invest in early stages:   inv.ts earlier 
stages >    nominal wages (W): unlike before, now no shift of 
labour 

5.    C (from    i) +   C (from    W) > more profitable to invest in 
late stages:   inv.ts late stages 

6. because    demand for consumer goods >    prices of these 
goods >   real W   

7. to recap:    inv.ts earlier stages,    invt.s late stages,    S:  
situation unsustainable! 
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… & bust!

1. at some point scarcity of S becomes evident > competition to get 
them >   i (also distress borrowing) 

2.      i >   PV capital goods >    stock market 
3.      i > curtailment of some production processes > banks’ in difficulty 

> credit tightening > business failures 
4. bank crisis > bank runs > without CB/governemnt intervention 

(poison as “cure”) bank failures > banking system crashes 
5. malinvestments failures / further business failures >    

unemployment,    wages, stock markets    even further 
6. the economic system does not go back to where it was before 

artificial credit expansion but much further backwards: durable and 
specific K (malinvestments = much longer timeframe than the one 
allowed by existing resources available for investments:)

“The boom can last only as long as the credit expansion progresses at an 
ever-accelerated pace. …But it could not last forever even if inflation and 
credit expansion were to go on endlessly. It would then encounter the 
barriers which prevent the boundless expansion of circulation credit. It 
would lead to the crack-up boom and the breakdown of the whole 
monetary system” (Mises L., 2007 [1949], p. 555).
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“The chaos grew worse by the week, and the population more and more 
agitated, for financial devaluation was more obvious every day.  … coinage 
[metallic money] disappeared, for a small copper or nickel coin still 
represented something more real than mere printed paper. The state might 
crank up the printing presses to create as much artificial money as possible, 
in line with the precepts of Mephistopheles, but it could not keep pace with 
inflation … Soon no one knew what anything cost. Prices shot up at random 
… [Customers] all came to buy whatever there was to be bought, 
regardless of whether they needed it or not. Even a goldfish or an old 
telescope represented ‘real value’, and everyone wanted real value rather than 
paper. Most grotesque of all was the discrepancy between other expenses 
and rents. The government banned any rise in rents in order to protect 
tenants - who were the majority - but to the detriment of the landlords. Soon 
the rent of a medium-sized apartment in Austria for a whole year cost its 
tenant less than a single midday meal. In effect, the whole of the country 
lived more or less rent-free for five to ten years - since even later landlords 
were not allowed to give their tenants notice. This crazy state of chaos made 
the situation more absurd and illegal [in our terminology, illegitimate] 
from week to week. A man who had saved for forty years … became a 
beggar, while a man who used to be in debt was free of it.” (Zweig S., 2015 
[1942], p. 249).

What does a crack-up boom look like?
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∆Mc =  
new money lent into existence: 

(may not translate fully into credit 
expansion: hoards)

credit expansion
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“The different aspects of the market process set in motion by a monetary 
injection … are not mutually compatible. They work at counter-purposes. 
… The telling difference between [the economic process that follows a 
change in time preferences] and [the one that follows credit expansion] is 
in terms of the relationship between saving and investment. In [the first 
case]  investment increases to match the increase in saving. In [the second 
case] these two magnitudes move in opposite direction. … Market forces 
reflecting the preferences of income-earners are pulling in the direction of 
more consumption. Market forces stemming from the effect of the artificially 
cheap credit are pulling in the direction of more investment. … In sum, 
credit expansion sets into motion a process of capital restructuring that is at 
odds with the unchanged [time] preferences and hence is ultimately ill-
fated” (Garrison R.W., 2001, p. 70).

The fundamental difference between the healthy 
economic process that follows a change in time 
preferences and the destructive one that follows 
artificial credit expansion is that in the former the 
(natural) interest rate is left free to coordinate 
savings and investments, whereas in the latter it is 
prevented from doing it. 
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The economic crisis is the economic system trying to 
cure itself of the distorsions induced by manipulation 
of money and credit (> it’s a good thing) 

However, governments will not allow it to do its 
course: they will cure the illness with more doses of 
the poison that produced it, i.e. 

• more credit expansion 
• more economic interventionism

“If, in fact, we list logically the various ways that government could hamper 
market adjustment, we will find that we have precisely listed the favorite 
“anti-depression” arsenal of government policy: … 1) Prevent or delay 
liquidation … 2) Inflate further … 3) Keep wages rates up … 4) Keep 
prices up …  5) Stimulate consumption and discourage saving … 6) 
Subsidize unemployment” (Rothbard M.N., 2000 [1963], pp. 19-20).

The result will be postponement of the crisis at a much 
higher price (which will not be paid by those who’s 
decisions produced the crisis)



Economic crises are the necessary result of 
interventionism. However, interventionism is made 
possible by fiat “law”. Free market and Law are 
inseparable
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It is logically impossible to solve the economic 
problems created by interventionism within the 
same idea of “law” that necessarily produces it. 

In order to restore legitimacy (and therefore 
liberty) and to have healthy, sustainable economic 
prosperity it is necessary a “Copernican 
revolution”, a change of paradigm: from the idea of 
“law” intended as instrument of arbitrary political 
power to the idea of Law intended as limit to any 
power
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• Is the current anti-capitalist (soviet-like) monetary and 
banking system legitimate? No 

• What is the difference between legality and legitimacy? 
Respect of arbitrary command vs. respect of the Law 

• What are the economic consequences of the current 
monetary and banking system? Cyclical economic crises, 
depressions, collapse of monetary and banking systems, 
relative poverty, decivilization. 

• What is the alternative? Free market, i.e. rule of Law, i.e. 
Capitalism
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